
Name:            Date:           ai words 4 

 

 

The long (a) sound is often represented by the letters ai when it comes in the 

middle of words, like in the words below.  

  

Remember: Say the word aloud, then say each letter aloud as you write it e.g. 

'wail, w ... a ... i ... l'   
 

To wail means to cry loudly. 

                                                                       

Frail is another word for weak. 

                                                                       

A lion can maim you with its claws if you get too close to it.  

                                                                       

If you are vain that means that you love yourself too much. 

                                                                       

A dog can be kept on a chain so that it can't go wherever it wants to. 

                                                                       

Acclaim (ac/claim) is another word for praise. 

                                                                       

What does your packed lunch contain (con/tain)? 

                                                                       

Some division calculations leave a remainder (re/main/der). 

                                                                       

Afraid (a/fraid) is another word for scared. 

                                                                       

A straight line does not curve or bend. 

                                                                       

 

Now test yourself without looking at the words and check for yourself if you got 

them all right. Practice writing any words that you made mistakes on again. 
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A lion can       you with its claws if you get too close to it.  
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